Taxane-platinum combinations in advanced non-small cell lung cancer: a review.
Platinum-based chemotherapy is the treatment of choice for patients with non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC). As a result of their single-agent activities and synergistic effects, taxane-platinum combinations are often used as first-line therapy for this disease. Four large, multicenter, randomized phase III clinical trials (the TAX 326 trial, the Southwest Oncology Group 9509 trial, the Italian Lung Cancer Project, and the Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group 1594 trial) have compared taxane-platinum combinations (docetaxel and paclitaxel) with other platinum combinations (vinorelbine and gemcitabine) in chemotherapy-naïve patients with good performance status scores and advanced disease. The end points for these large randomized clinical trials were survival, response rate, adverse events, and quality of life (QOL). Of the taxane-platinum combinations tested, docetaxel-cisplatin was the only platinum combination to yield survival and response rates superior to another platinum combination. In adverse event terms, the taxane-platinum combination of paclitaxel-carboplatin demonstrated less grade 3 or 4 neutropenia and lower rates of febrile neutropenia than other taxane-platinum combinations but higher rates of irreversible grade 3 or 4 peripheral neuropathy than any of the other taxane-platinum combinations. Additional differences emerged when QOL data were evaluated. The docetaxel-platinum combination demonstrated broad QOL benefits for patients receiving this combination, and this benefit was not observed with the other platinum or taxane-platinum combinations. As our use of these taxane-platinum combinations expands, these differences in survival, response rate, adverse events, and QOL will permit us to better balance our treatment goals for all patients with all stages of NSCLC.